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It is believed that the relative density (Dr) can affect the internal stability of the gap-graded 
soils and hence the erosion of their fine particles (i.e. susceptibility to suffusion). This paper 
investigates the influence of Dr on the contribution of fine particles on soil fabric. A new 
procedure is proposed to produce samples with target Dr using the discrete element method 
(DEM). DEM simulations were carried out using spherical particles. Particulate scale analysis 
of variation of stress reduction factor (αDEM), the evolution of contact type and fine particle 
coordination number (Zfine) with Dr reveals how Dr affects packing stability. The results show 
that packings with a fine content of 35% and the gap ratio in a range of 4-7 are in the transitional 
zone in which they are unstable initially and become internally stable as Dr increases. The 
behaviour of gap graded soil in the transitional zone is governed by fine-coarse contacts, but 
fine-fine contacts dominate the behaviour when soil becomes internally stable. Both αDEM and 
Zfine are reliable parameters in determining internal stability of gap graded soils. Finally, the 
correlation between the results and macro-scale matrix phase diagrams confirms the validity of 
micro-scale information to describe the underlying phenomenon. 
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1. Introduction 2 
Internal erosion is one of the major threats to water management structures such as 3 
embankment dams and is responsible for almost 50% of dam failures [1]. Internal erosion can 4 
occur in different forms including backward erosion, contact erosion, concentrated leak and 5 
suffusion [2]. Suffusion is the selective migration of non-plastic fine particles through the voids 6 
of soil made mainly of coarse particles due to seepage forces [2–9]. Soils which are susceptible 7 
to suffusion are termed “internally unstable”.  Suffusion, as a complex phenomenon, starts with 8 
the detachment of loose fine particles and continues with their transport under seepage flow 9 
which sometimes coincides with self-filtering (clogging) in voids [3,10,11]. Therefore, the 10 
local particle size distribution, porosity and hydraulic conductivity may change as suffusion 11 
occurs. This can also lead to a change in the mechanical properties of the soil as a result of a 12 
change in its microstructure [3,11].  13 
According to Garner and Fannin [12], a combination of material susceptibility, critical 14 
hydraulic load and critical stress condition determines whether suffusion will occur or not. The 15 
material susceptibility depends on both geometric and stress criteria. The geometric criterion 16 
compares constriction sizes within the pore network with a representative fine particle size 17 
[13,14]. Constriction sizes can change as gap ratio, fine content, effective stress, particle shape 18 
and relative density vary [15]. Gap ratio (GR) and the fine content (FC) are defined as the size 19 
ratio between smallest coarse and largest fine particles, and the fine fraction by percent mass, 20 
respectively. The stress criterion considers the transmitted effective stress to the fine and coarse 21 
particles which are directly related to the fine fraction in the soil particle size distribution curve 22 
and stress state. If coarse particles form a continuous contact network (the fine fraction is not 23 





will be prone to being washed out by seepage force. However, fine particles will actively 25 
participate in the stress transmitting matrix if coarse particles are floating in the finer matrix 26 
[2]. If geometric and stress criteria are met, then the critical hydraulic condition determines the 27 
possibility of the occurrence of suffusion [13].  28 
The influence of the fine content and gap ratio on the erodibility of fine particles and their 29 
contribution to the soil skeleton has been widely studied both numerically and experimentally 30 
[13,16–23]. However, the impact of relative density on how fine particles contribute to the soil 31 
structure is still not thoroughly understood.  32 
To experimentally quantify the compactness state of a soil sample, the relative density index is 33 
extensively used [24–26]. The relative density (Eq. 1) compares the current void ratio of the 34 




    (1) 36 
where, emax=maximum void ratio of the sample at loosest state, emin=minimum void ratio of 37 
the sample at the densest state and e=current void ratio of the sample. 38 
Depending on the fine content and gap ratio, the relative density may affect the stress fabric of 39 
gap graded soils. The influence of the relative density on gap graded soil packing can be 40 
investigated through the evolution of contacts, contact forces and fine particle contribution to 41 
the soil stress fabric.  42 
Following Skempton and Brogan [27], the stress reduction factor, α (Eq. 2), was proposed to 43 
show the average effective stress transmitted by the fine fraction with respect to the total 44 
effective stress applied to the soil.  45 
𝛼 = 𝜎΄𝑓/𝛾΄𝑧    (2) 46 
where 𝜎 ?́? = transmitted vertical effective stress to the fine fraction; 𝛼=stress reduction factor; 47 





subsequently showed that critical hydraulic gradient (𝑖𝑐 =  𝛼 × 𝛾΄/ 𝛾𝑤 [27]) for suffusion is 49 
directly proportional to α in internally unstable soils.  50 
The influence of relative density on suffusion has been investigated in experimental studies. 51 
Ke and Takahashi [20] conducted a series of experiments on gap graded soils with GR=6.7 to 52 
study the influence of relative density in two extreme conditions: loose and dense. They found 53 
that back-calculated α at critical hydraulic gradient (𝑖𝑐) decreased when fine content increased 54 
from 14.3% to 25%. In fact, this trend could continue until the threshold fine content (the fines 55 
content at which the fines completely fill the voids, and therefore the stress transmitted in the 56 
fines increases) is reached [20]. Erodibility of fine particles decreased (i.e. the back-calculated 57 
α increased) above the threshold fine content. The threshold value for erodible fine content was 58 
calculated to be 37% by Ke and Takahashi [20]. It was understood that the relative density had 59 
a minimal influence on erodibility of fine particles and the back-calculated α in the gap graded 60 
soil with a high gap ratio and fine content less than the threshold value. 61 
Ahlinhan and Achmus [29] found that the back-calculated α for internally unstable soils was 62 
insensitive to the relative density, whereas soils on the borderline of internal stability 63 
(according to the Kenny and Lau [30] geometric criterion) were highly sensitive to relative 64 
density. This was in agreement with findings presented by Indraratna et al. [23].  65 
Current literature [19,20,31–33] indicates that fine content can also affect the mechanical 66 
behaviour of gap graded soil. The influence of suffusion on the cyclic resistance and 67 
liquefaction potential of internally unstable soil was studied by Mehdizadeh et al. [31]. It was 68 
suggested that the erosion of fine particles made the soil samples more cyclic resistant 69 
regardless of the erosion progress. They believed it was due to a better interlocking of the 70 





The critical literature review of current experimental studies [20,23,29,33] suggests that the 72 
relative density can affect internal stability and the mechanical behaviour of non-plastic gap 73 
graded soil at the macro-scale. Due to the discrete nature of granular material, macro-scale 74 
behaviour is controlled by micro-scale interactions of the packing. The discrete element method 75 
(DEM) [34] is a micro-scale numerical modelling tool. It provides particulate scale information 76 
which is not always possible to capture in physical experiments [17,35–43]. Hence, further 77 
investigations need to be conducted at the micro-scale in DEM to develop a better 78 
understanding of the underlying phenomenon impacting experimental findings conducted at a 79 
macro-level. 80 
Shire et al. [13] used DEM to study the influence of relative density on the soil fabric with a 81 
wide range of gap ratios and fine contents. However, in their study, the relative density was 82 
only described in qualitative terms, loose, medium and dense, and linking the degree of relative 83 
density to material behaviour was not attempted. To control sample density, different 84 
coefficients of friction (μ) were assigned to the generated cloud of non-overlapping particles. 85 
Then, particle assemblies were isotropically compressed to the mean normal stress of p΄=50 86 
kPa to produce loose (μ = 0.3), medium (μ = 0.1) and dense (μ = 0) samples. Regardless of the 87 
relative density, it was found that the majority of fine particles were under-stressed and sat 88 
loose inside voids for the mixtures with fine content of less than 24% and a high gap ratio. This 89 
means the fine fraction was not adequate to fill the voids between coarse particles, so relative 90 
density did not improve the contribution of the fine particles to the soil fabric. When the fine 91 
content was higher than 35%, fine particles were found to separate coarse particles and actively 92 
contribute to the soil fabric. They concluded that when the fine content is in the range of 24-93 
35%, relative density improves the contribution of fine particles to the load-bearing 94 





To investigate the influence of relative density on soil fabric in DEM quantitatively, samples 96 
with maximum and minimum void ratios should be produced. Unlike physical experiments, 97 
there is no standardized procedure for producing samples with minimum and maximum void 98 
ratios in DEM. Garcia and Bray [44] proposed an approach to measure the loosest state (emax) 99 
by mimicking air pluviation. For the densest state (emin), a sample was uniaxially compressed 100 
to 1MPa in a frictionless condition. The friction coefficient for dense and loose samples were 101 
0 and 0.5, respectively.  102 
This paper defines an alternative method to quantify the relative density of gap graded granular 103 
packings in DEM based on the modification of interparticle friction coefficient under constant 104 
confining pressure. Then the influence of the relative density on the fabric of granular 105 
assemblies with a wide range of fine content and gap ratio is quantitatively explored through 106 
micro-scale parameters. The stress reduction factor (α), coordination number and evolution of 107 
different contact types are considered as micro-scale parameters. The simulation of gap-graded 108 
materials requires large numbers of particles to achieve a representative elementary volume 109 
(REV) and contact detection is less computationally efficient. This means that simulations of 110 
gap-graded materials are computationally expensive. Perfectly spherical particles are 111 
computationally efficient and were therefore used in this study. However, they are an 112 
idealization of real granular materials and this is recognized as a limitation of this study. In 113 
particular, perfect spheres can freely rotate while, due to the angular shape particles and 114 
existence of interlock between particles, real granular assemblies are known to have a degree 115 
of resistance to rotation. 116 
2. Modelling 117 
Discrete Element Method was originally developed by Cundall and Strack [34]. It has been 118 





simulations here were conducted in PFC3D [45]. A cloud of non-plastic, polydisperse non-120 
overlapping particles was generated in a cubic geometry with rigid walls. The Hertz-Mindlin 121 
contact model was used to capture particle interactions.  122 
Table 1 shows the simulation input parameters. Gravity was also neglected to avoid 123 
segregation, anisotropy and inhomogeneity in the packing. Gap graded particle size 124 
distributions were produced by generating the required number of particles in fine and coarse 125 
fraction through power-law distribution function at random positions.  126 
Table 1 DEM simulation input parameters 127 
Parameter Unit Value 
Particle-Particle Contact Poisson’s Ratio, ν — 0.2 
Particle-Particle Contact Shear Modulus, G GPa 29.2 
Particle Local Damping Coefficient — 0.3 
Particle Density, ρ 
Particle Shape 
Particle-Wall Contact Poisson’s Ratio, ν 












Timestep s 4.04e-08 
Loosest State Particle-Particle Coefficient 
of Friction, µmax 
— 1 
Densest State Particle-Particle Coefficient 
of Friction, µmin 








Following Shire et al. [13], the fine particles’ contribution to the soil stress matrix can be 129 
quantified through DEM stress reduction factor (αDEM). The average index of the contribution 130 
of the fine fraction to the soil stress transmitting matrix, αDEM, is calculated using (Eq. 3) [13]. 131 
The αDEM is defined in terms of the volumetric mean normal stress of fine fraction, 𝑝′?̓?𝑖𝑛𝑒 (Eq. 132 





























where: 𝑁𝑝,𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒: number of fine particles; 𝑣𝑝: particle volume; 𝜎1(𝑝), 𝜎2(𝑝) and 𝜎3(𝑝): principal 137 
particle normal stresses and 𝑁𝑝: the number of particles in the soil sample. 138 
Two extreme fabrics of (i) overfilled and (ii) underfilled can be identified in gap graded soils 139 
[46] (Figure 1). In the overfilled state, fine and coarse particles carry effective stress 140 
approximately at the same level (FC≥35%; αDEM > 0.8). In this case, the majority of fine 141 
particles have a strong contribution to the soil stress transmitting matrix. Hence, the fine 142 
fraction cannot be eroded easily by seepage flow. In the underfilled state at the other extreme, 143 
the soil stress transmitting matrix is mainly made of coarse particles (FC≤24%; αDEM < 0.4) and 144 
hence, the poorly-stressed fine fraction can be washed out by seepage flows [13]. 145 
 146 
Figure 1. (a) Overfilled and (b) underfilled soil samples 147 
 148 
 149 
2.1.Relative Density Procedure 150 
To study the effect of relative density on the contribution of fine particles to the load-carrying 151 
mechanism, maximum and minimum void ratios of the packing need to be quantified. Standard 152 
methods exist to experimentally measure emin (e.g. ASTM D4253 [25] ) and emax (e.g. ASTM 153 
D4254 [26]). According to ASTM D4253, emin is measured by placing soil in a standard 154 
cylindrical metal mould, which is placed on a shaking table with a 14 kPa surcharge applied. 155 
According to ASTM D4254, emax is measured by pouring soil into the mould by holding the 156 





known, a soil sample with the target relative density can be prepared using accepted preparation 158 
methods such as under-compaction [47].  159 
emin and emax should be quantified in DEM to investigate the influence of relative density on 160 
gap graded materials at a particulate scale. However, it is very difficult (if not totally 161 
impossible) to mimic experimental measurement of relative density in DEM directly. In order 162 
to prevent segregation and produce a homogenous sample, gravity is often neglected. To 163 
achieve the densest and loosest sample states in the DEM, the friction coefficient (µ) is 164 
modified. Considering DEM limitations and influential parameters such as sample preparation, 165 
particle shapes and confining pressures on emin and emax, an alternative method, appropriate for 166 
DEM, is proposed here. 167 
The friction coefficient of 0 was used to prepare a sample in DEM at the densest state in 168 
previous studies [13,17,38,48]. However, there is no agreement between previous studies in 169 
DEM in defining emax. Minh and Cheng [38] used the friction coefficient of µ=0.5 and 170 
compressed the sample isotropically to the mean normal stress of p΄ = 100 kPa. Shire at al. [13] 171 
assigned µ=0.1 and µ=0.3 to the interparticle contacts for medium and loose samples and 172 
isotropically compressed the sample to p΄ = 50 kPa.  173 
In this study, the relative density is defined at the isotropic mean normal stress used for the 174 
micro-scale analysis (p΄ = 140 kPa). Samples were prepared by applying isotropic compression 175 
through servomechanism by maximum strain rate of 1 s-1. Samples with different friction 176 
coefficients were isotropically compressed (p΄ = 140 kPa) similar to the densest state. A 177 
comprehensive set of 25 samples (Table 2) with varying fine contents and gap ratios were 178 
considered to cover internally stable, transitional zone and internally unstable gap graded soils 179 
with non-plastic fine particles. In addition, Figure 2 shows particle size distribution curves for 180 





achieve an REV, which was checked using porosity, coordination number and the connectivity 182 
distribution. 183 
Table 2 Number of Particles  184 
FC 10 (%) 15 (%) 25 (%) 35 (%) 50 (%) 
GR C F C F C F C F C F 
2 2512 3211 2512 5187 2512 9719 2512 15730 2512 29070 
4 2512 26021 2512 41085 2512 77648 2512 125321 2512 232610 
5 522 10542 522 16716 522 31618 522 50970 522 94692 
7 522 28738 522 45703 522 86215 522 139238 522 259947 
10 2512 404128 522 133062 522 251550 522 407504 522 757696 
 185 
where, FC: Fine Content (%). GR: Gap Ratio, Number of Coarse Particles: C, Number of Fine 186 
Particles: F. 187 
 188 
Figure 2. Particle Size Distribution Curves of the Simulated Soil Samples, (a) GR=2, (b) GR=4, (c) GR=5, (d) 189 





Figure 3 presents the void ratio for samples with gap ratios of 2, 4 and 5 and 10% and 25% fine 191 
contents at p′ = 140kPa. Due to the minimal variation of void ratio when µ≥1, emax was 192 
quantified at µ=1. This study suggests considering friction coefficients of 0 and 1 to quantify 193 
emin and emax of granular non-plastic soils regardless of their real friction coefficient.  194 
 195 
Figure 3. Variation of the sample void ratio with friction coefficient (a) sample with fine content of 10% and (b) 196 
sample with fine content of 25% 197 
 198 
Absolute emin (Dr=100%) and emax (Dr=0%) are not often achievable under a specific 199 
experimental sample preparation method. Hence the minimum practical relative density (Dr,min) 200 
reported in experimental studies can be significantly higher than zero. In order to produce a 201 
sample with Dr,min in DEM, µ was reduced from µ=1 (Dr=0%) to the friction coefficient of 202 
glass beads (µsoil=0.3 [49]) under constant p’ = 140 kPa (Figure 4). Figure 4 indicates that Dr,min 203 
generally increases with an increase in the fine content until 30%≤FC≤35% and then decreases 204 
as fine content increases further. It is also evident that Dr,min depends on gap ratio. For instance, 205 
Dr,min does not vary noticeably by fine content when GR=2, as pore sizes are smaller than fine 206 
particles. Indeed, many researchers do not consider soils with GR = 2 to be truly gap-graded. 207 
Figure 5 shows that Zfine (fine particles coordination number, Eq. 6 [13]) of packings at the 208 
Dr,min. Z
fine also increases with the gap ratio when 2≤GR≤7 and FC=35% and then decreases at 209 
GR=10. This is because the fine particles can form a continuous network and separate coarse 210 














   (6) 212 
where Np,fine= total number of fine particles; Ci
fine-fine= number of contacts between fine particle 213 
i and other fine particles; Ci
fine-coarse= number of contacts between fine particle i and other coarse 214 
particles. 215 
 216 
Figure 4. Variation of Dr,min with fine content and gap ratio 217 
 218 
Figure 5. Variation of Zfine at Dr,min with fine content and gap ratio 219 
 220 
In order to reach higher relative densities, µ was gradually reduced by 0.01 from µsoil=0.3 and 221 
then the sample was equilibrated at p΄ = 140 kPa. This procedure was repeated until the relative 222 
density degrees of 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, and 100% (µ =0) were achieved (using Eq. 1). Before 223 
retrieving data, µ was reset to 0.3 to allow sample stresses to be properly compared. The 224 
proposed algorithm to produce the granular packing with different degrees of the relative 225 






Figure 6. The developed algorithm for producing the granular packing with different degrees of the relative density 228 
 229 
3. Results and Discussion 230 
The relationship between relative density, αDEM and different contact types is discussed in this 231 
section. Different contacts are formed in a gap graded soil sample including contacts between 232 
two fine particles (fine-fine), two coarse particles (coarse-coarse) and a fine particle and a 233 







3.1.Limiting void ratios 237 
The variation of emin and emax for all samples are presented in Figure 7. Voids between the 238 
coarse particles are fully filled with the fine particles at the threshold fine content (FCthreshold, 239 
zone 2 in Figure 7). Hence, minimum value of e is achieved in zone 2 (25%≤FC≤35%) for all 240 
gap ratios.  241 
 242 
 243 
Figure 7. Variation of minimum (a) and maximum (b) void ratios with fine content and gap ratio 244 
Comparisons with published experimental studies [50–53] show that there is a good agreement 245 
with experimental data on boundaries of zone 2 (25%≤FC≤35%). However, emin and emax values 246 
reported in this paper using DEM are not the same as experimental values reported in the 247 
literature due to the different standard methods used for the measurement of emin and emax and 248 
different particle shapes. Figure 7 indicates that the void ratio decreases as the fine content 249 





particles fill the pre-existing voids between the coarse particles as the fine content increases 251 
before the threshold fine content, so the volume of voids decreases (zone 1 in Figure 7). Then, 252 
they will separate the coarse particles and increases the volume of the voids when FC≥FCthreshold 253 
(zone 3 in Figure 7). This pattern for the void ratio is confirmed by numerous experimental and 254 
numerical modelling studies [17,54–57]. The threshold fine content here varies from 25% to 255 
35% for different samples (Figure 7) which is in agreement with previous studies [50–53,57–256 
59]. 257 
3.2.Evaluation of homogeneity of samples 258 
Sample homogeneity was checked by splitting the sample into layers and considering void ratio 259 
variation between each layer. Where particles overlapped layer boundaries, void ratio was 260 
calculated considering the proportion of particle volume in each layer. The distribution of void 261 











Figure 9. Distribution of Void Ratio and Contact Force Network for Sample with Gr=2, FC=35% (Dr=100%) 265 
 266 
3.3. The influence of relative density on αDEM 267 
Figure 10 (a and b) demonstrate the variation of αDEM with relative density and gap ratio when 268 
FC≤15%. Two behaviour types are presented in Figure 10: Type 1(αDEM increases with relative 269 
density) and Type 2 (αDEM does not change with relative density). Behaviour Type 1 is observed 270 
when GR=2 and FC≤15% in Figure 10 (a and b). This behaviour was expected for the sample 271 
with GR=2 because the size of the fine particles is larger than the pore size and the majority of 272 
the fine particles are actively participating in the force network even when FC=10%. However, 273 
when the gap ratio is higher (4≤GR≤10), the size of fine particles is not large enough to fill 274 
pores between coarse particles. Hence, the coarse fraction forms a continuous contact network 275 
and the relative density has minimal influence on αDEM (behaviour Type 2). The α
DEM slightly 276 





contact between the coarse particles improves with a relative density which is in good 278 
agreement with numerical results presented by Shire et al. [13].  279 
 280 
Figure 10. Variation of average αDEM with gap ratio and relative density when (a) FC=10% and (b) FC=15% 281 
The influence of the relative density on αDEM when FC=10% is also demonstrated in Table 3. 282 
The first column demonstrates the initial state of the sample in Table 3-5 (αDEM≥0). However, 283 
particles which are not transferring stress (αDEM=0) are removed from the images in other 284 
columns to visually investigate the effects of relative density on fine particles contribution to 285 
the load-carrying mechanism. Table 3 indicates that the majority of fine fraction carries zero 286 
stress when GR≥4 and FC≤15% regardless of relative density. On the contrary, as relative 287 
density increases, the slight increase in the number of fine particles with αDEM>0 can be 288 
observed when GR=2.  289 
Table 3. Images of packings with FC=10% 290 


















































Figure 11 illustrates the variation of αDEM with relative density and gap ratio when 291 
25%≤FC≤35%. Behaviour Type 3 (soil is internally stable, αDEM>0.8 even at Dr,min) is observed 292 
for samples with GR=2 and FC=25% and 35%. Behaviour Type 2 was again observed for the 293 
packings with GR≥5 and FC=25%. Figure 11 (a) indicates that the sensitivity of the sample 294 
with GR=4 to relative density starts form FC=25% and αDEM increases gradually when Dr≥50 295 
(behaviour Type 1). However, αDEM increases continuously with relative density when GR≥4 296 
and FC=35% (Figure 11 (b)). Figure 7 shows that the threshold fine content for emin and emax 297 
curves when GR=4 is 25% and 32%, respectively, while the threshold fine content is higher 298 
when GR≥5. Making a comparison between the threshold fine content of the samples with 299 
various gap ratios reveals that pre-existing pores between coarse particles are filled with fine 300 
particles in a lower fine fraction when GR=4 than GR≥5. Hence, the contribution of fine 301 
particles to the load-carrying mechanism and in other words sensitivity to relative density starts 302 
at a lower fine content when GR=4. The number of fine particles with αDEM>0 increases as 303 
relative density increases when 2≤GR≤4 and FC=25%. However, the marginal contribution of 304 
the fine particles to the soil matrix can be observed when GR≥5 and FC=25%.  305 
Table 4 indicates that when GR=5 and FC=25% the majority of the fine particles are under-306 
stressed and can be washed out by seepage flows.  307 
Figure 11 (b) shows the behaviour Type 1 for samples with GR≥4 and FC=35%. According to 308 
Kezdi’s criterion [60], the soils samples with GR=4 and 5 are located close to the geometric 309 
borderline of internal instability but they become stable according to the stress criterion 310 
(αDEM≥0.8) at 65% and 75% relative density, respectively, when FC=35%. This trend was also 311 
confirmed by Indraratna et al.[23]. Samples with GR=7 and 10 become internally stable at 312 






Figure 11. Variation of average αDEM with gap ratio and relative density when (a) FC=25% and (b) FC=35% 315 
Table 4. Images of packings with FC=25% 316 




































































Table 5 displays images of samples with FC=35% and 2≤GR≤10. Apart from the sample with 318 
GR=2 which is stable even at Dr min, the sensitivity of samples with GR≥4, can be observed as 319 
the number of fine particles with αDEM>0 increases with relative density in Table 5.  320 
Figure 12 presents the behaviour Type 3 for samples with GR≥2 and FC=50%. It can be seen 321 
that αDEM is not sensitive to gap ratio but increases slightly with relative density. In all cases 322 





Table 5. Images of packings with FC=35% 324 

































































































































Figure 12. Variation of average αDEM with gap ratio and relative density when FC=50% 329 
 330 
Figure 13 summarize the variation of αDEM with respect to the fine content, gap ratio and the 331 
relative density. Figure 13b presents three cross sections of Figure 13a to show the influence 332 
of relative density on αDEM more clearly. It can be seen that αDEM is quite high when FC≥10%, 333 
GR<4 (internally stable) and Dr≥40%. In such cases α
DEM increases as Dr increases. Moreover, 334 
αDEM doesn’t change noticeably with the relative density when 10%≤FC≤25% and GR>5 335 
(internally unstable), while αDEM increases with relative density when FC>25% and GR>5. A 336 
gap graded soil is overfilled when FC≥35% and the coarse particles float in the fine particle 337 
matrix. Therefore, the gap ratio doesn’t play an important role in the contribution of the fine 338 
particles to the load-carrying mechanism. The variation of αDEM when 4≤GR≤5 with the fine 339 
content and the relative density can be seen in Figure 13. The soil is underfilled and internally 340 
unstable when FC<25% and 4≤GR≤5. The soil is overfilled and internally stable when 341 
FC>35% and 4≤GR≤5. However, the soil fits within the transitional zone as relative density 342 






Figure 13. Variation of average αDEM with gap ratio, fine content and relative density 345 
Table 6 summarises the influence of relative density on internal stability of gap graded samples 346 
with 2≤GR≤10 and 10%≤FC≤50%. 347 
Table 6 Influence of relative density on internal stability state of gap graded soils 348 
GR FC (%) Dr (%) GR FC (%) Dr (%) 










10 U U U U 
15 GS GS GS GS 15 U U U U 
25 S2
 
S S S 25 U U U U 
35 S S S S 35 B B S S 






U U U  
 
10 
10 U U U U 
15 U U U U 15 U U U U 
25 U U B B 25 U U U U 
35 B4
 
B S S 35 U U B S 




10 U U U U 1- GS: 0.4≤αDEM≤0.8, but geometric susceptibility 
criterion is not met. Hence, fine particles cannot be 
eroded and the soil is internally stable  
2- S: Sample is stable and αDEM>0.8 
3- U: Sample is unstable; αDEM<0.4 
4- B: Sample is on the borderline of internal stability 
and suffusion initiates under the existence of  large 
enough seepage forces; 0.4≤αDEM≤0.8 
15 U U U U 
25 U U U U 
35 B B S S 






3.4.The influence of relative density on contact types 350 
 351 
Coarse-coarse (C-C), fine-coarse (F-C) and fine-fine (F-F) contacts can form in a granular 352 
packing [35]. The percentage of each contact type are calculated through Eqs. 7-9. 353 
𝐶 − 𝐶 (%) =  
𝑁𝑐,𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒−𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒
𝑁𝑐
× 100  (7) 354 
where Nc= number of contacts in the packing and Nc,coarse-coarse= number of coarse-coarse 355 
particle contacts.. 356 
𝐹 − 𝐶 (%) =  
𝑁𝑐,𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒−𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒
𝑁𝑐
× 100   (8) 357 
where Nc,fine-coarse= number of contacts between fine and coarse particles. 358 
𝐹 − 𝐹 (%) =  
𝑁𝑐,𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒−𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒
𝑁𝑐
× 100   (9) 359 
where Nc,fine-fine= number of fine-fine particle contacts.  360 
Contact types are considered as strong when the contact force is greater than average contact 361 
force [35]. Eqs. 10-12 are used for calculation of the percentage of each strong contact type. 362 
𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔𝐶−𝐶  (%) =  
𝑁𝑐,𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒−𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒
𝑁𝑐,𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔
× 100 (10) 363 
where 𝑁𝑐,𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒−𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒  = number of coarse-coarse contacts with contact force≥average contact 364 
force; 𝑁𝑐,𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔 = number of strong contacts in the packing. 365 
𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑓−𝐶  (%) =  
𝑁𝑐,𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒−𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒
𝑁𝑐,𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔
× 100  (11) 366 
where 𝑁𝑐,𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒−𝑐𝑜𝑎𝑟𝑠𝑒  = number of fine-coarse contacts with contact force≥average contact 367 
force. 368 
𝑆𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑓−𝑓 (%) =  
𝑁𝑐,𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒−𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒
𝑁𝑐,𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑔
× 100  (12) 369 





Figure 14 shows the variation of contact type and strong contact type percentage with relative 371 
density when GR=4 and FC=25%. The number of coarse-coarse contacts inside the sample 372 
increase until Dr=50% and then decreases with relative density (Figure 14 (a)). The number of 373 
fine-coarse contacts is relatively constant with relative density. However, the number of fine-374 
fine contacts decreases as relative density increases until Dr=50% and then increases with the 375 
relative density. The sensitivity of the fine fraction’s contribution to the soil fabric to the 376 
relative density can be observed in variation of contact types with relative density at GR=4 and 377 
FC=25%. Figure 14 (b) shows a similar but more pronounced trend for strong contact types.  378 
Figure 15 displays a variation of contact type and strong contact type percentages with relative 379 
density when GR=4 and FC=35%. It can be clearly observed that the coarse-coarse contacts’ 380 
role is negligible. Packing behaviour is governed by fine-coarse contacts according to Figure 381 
15 (b) when Dr≤50%. Then, fine-fine contacts overcome other contact types and form a 382 
continuous strong contact network. 383 
 384 
Figure 14. Variation of (a) contact type and (b) strong contact type percentage with relative density when GR=4 385 







Figure 15. Variation of (a) contact type and (b) strong contact type percentage with relative density when GR=4 389 
and FC=35% 390 
 391 
The transitional behaviour of gap graded granular packings can be attributed to the role that 392 
strong fine-coarse contacts play when GR=4 and 25≤FC≤35 (Figure 14 and 15). Strong fine-393 
coarse contacts dominate the packing’s behaviour when FC=25% and this trend continues as 394 
fine content increases to 35% and Dr=50%. Then, strong fine-fine contacts govern the soil 395 
behaviour when Dr>50%. 396 
Figure 16 shows the relationship between αDEM and Zfine when GR≥4. Similar to αDEM, Zfine 397 
values are low and the relative density has no effect on Zfine when the behaviour of the material 398 
follows Type 2. In Type 1, Zfine increases with αDEM as the relative density increases. The 399 
material behaves similar to Type 2 at low relative densities and then, it approaches Type 3 by 400 
passing through transitional zone. Zfine varies between 0-1.25, 1.6-4.2 and 4-5.6 for the 401 
underfilled, transitional zone and overfilled sample, respectively. Zfine≥4 can be considered as 402 
a stable range for the fine fraction. Hence, Zfine can be a good representative of stability of the 403 
sample as it is quite low in underfilled samples, increases with relative density in the 404 






Figure 16. Variation of αDEM with Zfine 407 
 408 
Crawford-Flett [61] developed intergranular matrix phase diagrams in fine content-void ratio 409 
space for different gap graded materials. Gap graded soil intergranular matrix is divided into 410 
three types: Type C: Coarse fraction governs the soil behaviour; Type M: Fine fraction 411 
dominates the behaviour; Type T: A transition from Type C to Type M occurs in which both 412 
fine and coarse fractions contribute to the soil fabric [61].  413 
Thevanayagam and Mohan [32] proposed intergranular matrix phase diagrams with different 414 
zones for gap graded soil (a mixture of sand and silt). Figure 17 (a, b, c and d) show the 415 
intergranular matrix phase diagrams of gap graded granular assemblies with gap ratio of 4, 5, 416 
7 and 10, respectively. In terms of stress transfer and connectivity characteristics, soils with 417 
GR≤2 are similar to uniform soils [17], so a soil with GR=2 is not presented. The impact of 418 
increasing the relative density on αDEM is depicted using a coloured square (αDEM<0.4), triangle 419 
(0.4≤αDEM≤0.8) and circle (αDEM>0.8). Coloured zones representing different cases based on 420 
Thevanayagam and Mohan [32] can show the influence of relative density on change of soil 421 
case for varying fine content and gap ratio. 422 
According to Thevanayagam and Mohan [32], the intergranular matrix state of gap graded soil 423 





13, void ratio of the pure coarse fraction) <ec,max (maximum void ratio of the pure coarse 425 
fraction) and ef  (Eq. 14, void ratio of the pure fine fraction) is very high and coarse particles 426 








       (14) 429 
 430 
In Case 2, ec≈ec,max and the fine particles fit inside the pores between coarse particles (i.e. the 431 
soil is underfilled). In Case 3, relative density is low (high void ratio, ec>ec,max), most of the 432 
coarse particles are separated by fine particles. However, due to the low relative density and 433 
fine content (FC≤FCthreshold), fine particles do not form a continuous contact network 434 
(underfilled). Hence, the fine fraction can be eroded (internally unstable) if large enough 435 
hydraulic gradient is applied to the soil when soil is classified as Cases 1-3. Case 4 happens 436 
when FC > FCthreshold (ef  is very low) and the fine content is sufficiently high to form a 437 
continuous contact network (overfilled, or internally stable). As FCthreshold is dependent of gap 438 
ratio and relative density, there is a transitional zone from Case 3 to 4.  439 
It can be seen in Figure 17 that scattered data are fitted well between ec,max and ec,min when 440 
10%≤FC≤15% and 4≤GR≤10. This shows that the intergranular matrix state is fitted within the 441 
range of Case 2 at low relative densities but Case 1 is observed at high relative densities until 442 
FC=15%. These packings are also classified as underfilled based on αDEM.  443 
Figure 17 shows that the packings’ intergranular matrix state locates in Case 3 at low relative 444 
densities and then, they enter Case 2 region as relative density increases when FC=25% and 445 
4≤GR≤10. The gap graded packings intergranular matrix fit within the transition from Case 3 446 
to Case 4 region for packings with FC=35% and 4≤GR≤10. Indeed, the intergranular matrix 447 





samples become internally stable (Case 4) as relative density increases. αDEM also shows the 449 
same pattern for these packings. Case 4 can be observed in Figure 17 when FC=50% regardless 450 
of relative density and gap ratio.  451 
Correlation of Cases 1-4 expressing the intergranular matrix state of the soil at macro-level, 452 
with defined ranges for αDEM which is micro-scale properties of the packing in Figure 17 shows 453 
that αDEM is a good representative of intergranular matrix state of the packing. 454 
 455 









4. Conclusions 461 
This paper proposed a procedure to produce a granular packing with different degrees of 462 
relative densities in DEM. The influence of the relative density on internal stability of gap 463 
graded packings with a wide range of gap ratios and fine contents was investigated. The relative 464 
density of each packing was increased from minimum value to 100% and αDEM, contact types 465 
and strong contact types percentages were investigated for each packing. It was understood that 466 
αDEM was sensitive to relative density when GR=2 and FC≤25%. Although the fine content was 467 
low, the contribution of the fine fraction to the soil matrix increased with an increase in the 468 
relative density. Using perfectly spherical particles with free particle rotation allowed large 469 
numbers of gap-graded particles to be modelled, but can be indicated as a limitation of the 470 
current study. Following are concluding remarks which can be drawn from the current study: 471 
(a) A soil with GR≥4 and FC≤15% remains internally unstable regardless of the degree of 472 
relative density as coarse fraction forms a continuous contact network and the majority 473 
of fine particles are under-stressed inside the voids between coarse particles. This trend 474 
is in agreement with previous studies and internal stability criteria. 475 
(b) The sensitivity of soil with GR=4 to the relative density starts from FC=25% because 476 
voids between coarse particles are filled with fine particles (FC≈FCthreshold). The soil is 477 
internally unstable until Dr=80%. However, the soil enters the transitional zone when 478 
80%≤Dr≤100%. 479 
(c) Samples with FC=35% and 4≤GR≤7 are in the transitional zone at low relative densities 480 
and become internally stable by an increase in the relative density. When GR=10 and 481 
FC=35%, the packing is internally unstable at low relative densities, then it enters the 482 
transitional zone and finally becomes internally stable as relative density increases. 483 





borderline of internal stability. This trend is in a good agreement with experimental 485 
findings of Indraratna et al. [23].  486 
(d) αDEM remains relatively constant (αDEM≈1) when FC=50% regardless of relative density 487 
and gap ratio. Indeed, the soil is internally stable and fine fraction forms a continuous 488 
network which governs the soil behaviour.  489 
(e) Similar to αDEM which determines the internal stability status of the gap graded granular 490 
packing, Zfine also is a reliable microscopic parameter which relates connectivity data 491 
to the internal stability of the sample.  492 
(f) Fine-coarse contacts dominate the gap graded packings behaviour in the transitional 493 
zone. The percentage of strong fine-coarse contacts remains relatively constant with 494 
relative density, but the percentage of strong fine-fine contacts increases as relative 495 
density increases. The transition from being governed by fine-coarse to fine-fine 496 
contacts confirms that stability of fine fraction matrix improves with relative density.  497 
(g) There is a good agreement between micro-scale findings (αDEM and its relationship with 498 
internal stability status of the sample) and macro-scale matrix phase diagrams which 499 
confirms the validity of micro-scale information.  500 
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